In recent years, the opinion analysis is one of the key research fronts of any domain. Opinion target extraction is an essential process of opinion analysis. Target is usually referred to noun or noun phrase in an entity which is deliberated by the opinion holder. Extraction of opinion target facilitates the opinion analysis more precisely and in addition helps to identify the opinion polarity i.e. users can perceive opinion in detail of a target including all its features. One of the most commonly employed algorithms is a sequence labeling algorithm also called Conditional Random Fields. In present article, recent opinion target extraction approaches are reviewed based on sequence labeling algorithm and it features combinations by analyzing and comparing these approaches. The good selection of features combinationswill in some way give a good or better accuracy result. Features combinations are an essential process thatcan be used to identify and remove unneeded, irrelevant and redundant attributes from data that do not contribute to the accuracy of a predictive model or may in fact decrease the accuracy of the model.Hence, in general this review eventually leads to the contribution for the opinion analysis approach and assist researcher for the opinion target extraction in particular.
Introduction
Nowadays, online communication is an important medium for people to express their sentiments or feelings towards any entity [1, 2] . People's opinion on the websites, blogs, social media and forums creates rich information which is mostly publicly available and easy to access. Unluckily, due to rich source of information it is difficult to extract related documents in terms of the expressed opinion.There is a rising requirement of automated analysis for such kind of data source.
Opinion Mining or sentiment analysis is the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Text Mining. It is a computational study to opinion, sentiment, and subjectivity in text [3] [4] [5] . For an instance, in business domain, Sentiment Analysis identifies the negative and positive opinion from customer towards product. The opinions are useful for both company and user decision making.
Opinion mining [6, 7] is a recent discipline, that includes crossroads of information retrieval, text mining and computational linguistics which detects the opinions expressed in natural language texts.
Opinion mining consists of two main stages, the extension of opinion lexicon and the opinion target extraction [6, 8] . An opinion lexicon contains either positive, negative or natural sentiments which are identified from a list of opinion words. There are several types of opinion mining approaches such as sentence-based [9] [10] [11] , document-based [12, 13] and featurebased [14] [15] [16] [17] . The feature-based sentiment analysis standard method [18] is demonstrated in Figure 1 .
In feature extraction method, different features of target are extracted. Feature extraction is the main challenge in opinion mining process i.e. how to extract items where opinions are expressed on. Typically, nouns or noun phrases are the opinion target. Opinion targets are very important because the extracted targets provide information about the appointed opinions. Opinion mining methods are classified into supervised and unsupervised methods. Supervised learning approach requires a correctly annotated corpus [19] , while unsupervised classification does not need labeled data but it depends on heuristics procedures and rules in order to find hidden structure. Several methods have been proposed to identify the target of an opinion expression. One of the methods is use of sequence labeling algorithm which involves Conditional Random Fields (CRF).
This study provides a review on existing sequence labeling algorithms and their combinations of features which have been employed for opinion targets extraction within past few years. The main focus is to identify potential combination methods based on CRF approach for opinion targets extraction which are helpful in the future research work in opinion mining.
SEQUENCE LABELING APPROACH
Sequence labeling finds applications in many areas such as bioinformatics [20] , NLP [21] , speech recognition [22] , image processing [23] etc. Contingent on the fundamental sequence labeling task, labels are assigned to the tokens present in the sequence.
Sequence labeling algorithms usually use CRF. In bioinformatics domain, [24] predicted trans membrane helix and location [25] predicted protein secondary structure and [26] proposed Order and Disorder prediction using Conditional Random Fields (OnD-CRF) for predicting order and disorder in proteins by using CRF-based. For extracting opinion target, CRF is used as a base as it has been used in published work [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] .
CONDITIONAL RANDOM FIELDS
CRF has been successfully applied in sequence labeling and segmentation [32] . CRF is a discriminative, undirected Markov model which represents a conditional probability distribution of a structured output variable Y for a given observation X.
A CRF is an undirected graph of model G of the conditional distribution P (X|Y). As illustrated in Figure 2 , suppose G is an undirected graphical model over random variable sequences x and y, i.e.
which is the sequence of observed entities (e.g. words in a sentence) that we want to label with . .
( Figure 2 ) Chain-structured of CRF model [33] The conditional probability is defined as given in equation 1:
where Z(x) is the normalization factor, si is the state function on node, ti is the transition function on edge, yi and Si are parameters to estimate.
REVIEW FEATURES COMBINATION FOR OPINION TARGET
Opinion Target Labeling: There are several ways of labeling the opinion target. One is use of the Beginning, the Inside and the Outside (IOB) annotation to represent opinion targets in sentence [27, 31] . For this technique, opinion targets as illustrated in Instead of using IOB annotation, another way of labeling is use of feature-opinion pairs <opinion target, opinion-bearing word> [28, 30] . In [28] , opinion targets have been identified simultaneously with the opinion-bearing word by assuming opinion-bearing word as the indicator of opinion in the sentence and label the corresponding opinion target based on the selected multi-features.
Feature Analysis: Depends on the dataset used for the experiments, feature selection always plays an important role in machine learning. Features can be defined as the parameters that make the CRF model computable. In order to get the best result for the classification task, different combinations of the features have also been used. [27] proposed an opinion target extraction for restaurant dataset using CRF based with IOB annotation. The values of features have been extracted according to three conditions. Each condition considers different features. The conditions are:
1) Extract values of the features for each single word itself, 2 and 3 previous subsequent words; 2) Extract values of two successive features in the range -2,2 (the previous and subsequent two words of actual word); 3) Extract values for each three successive features in the range -1,1.
The authors used CRFsuite tools with Limited BroydenFletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (LBFGS) algorithm for training and testing the datasets which finally extracts the opinion target.
[28] proposed a simultaneous method of identifying opinion targets and opinion-bearing words based on multi-features in Chinese micro-blog post. Instead of using IOB annotation, this study has used undirected graph to represent each token whether it is an opinion target or not. The experiments have been set up by simply labelling all the tokens in a sentence with four features; token, part-of-speech (POS), word distance (WD), and Direct Dependency Relation (DDR). These features enables the CRF model to simultaneous identify opinion target and opinion-bearing words in a sentence. The author has used CRF implementation from CRF++0.53.
[29] has modeled starts with document preprocessing, effective opinion sentences extraction and candidate opinion target extraction by employing CRF model with feature templates. Features for CRF word, POS and dependency parsing. Next, the M-Score algorithm has been employed to extract seed set, and the bootstrapping approach has been invoked to process the candidate opinion targets. This study adds one more step after extracting candidate opinion targets using CRF by using an M-Score algorithm. It uses word frequency and the Noun pruning algorithm to filter the opinion targets, and then obtains the final opinion targets for output. The proposed method has solved the domain limitation problem in the opinion target extraction research.
[30] has investigated the problem in a cross language scenario which leverages the rich labeled data in a source language for opinion target extraction in a different target language. The linear-chain CRF model has been employed as the basic model in the monolingual co-training algorithm which learns opinion target labelers based on the two labeled dataset and an unlabeled dataset. All the experiments have involved CRF++ tools. Due to use of two languages, the study has generated features for both languages English and Chinese. The features used for this approach are word-based, POS, dependency path and opinion word type.
[31] has presented a CRF-based approach for opinion targets extraction. The focus of proposed study is to extract individual instances of opinion targets from sentences which contain an opinion expression by considering features: token, POS, short dependency path, word distance and opinion sentence. The Mallet toolkit has been used in the study.
Features Type: 1) Word/token: Word/token is not only just a building-block of sentences but it also contains unpredictable meanings [34] . In opinion target, many ways of extracting word features are defined. [29] defined the combination of two continuous word pairs as features.Besides, some researchers have considered this feature to represent the string of current token [28, 29, 31] .
2) Lemma: Lemma is the head word in the dictionary. In order to extract values of the lemma, a large lexical database can be used. [27] has used WordNet to extract the values or information of lemma. In proposed study, the lemma information has been extracted for 2 conditions as lemma information for current word and the 2 and 3 previous and subsequent words; value for each three successive features in the range -1,1. Lemma information is a useful precondition for any task that needs to link surface forms to semantic interpretation. 3) POS tag: Opinion targets are usually nouns or noun phrases. Thus, the tagging of POS is crucial. POS tagging can be manually or automatically assignedto words in a corpus. POS tag is useful in resolving lexical ambiguity and also as a pre-processing step for parsing. [27] has used Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) parser to extract POS tag value for all three conditions as it has been proposed. Besides, some researchers have extracted POS tag for the current token as identified by using ICTCLAS2013 [28] and some has employed Stanford POS tagger to extract value of POS features of the current token [31] . Different from the previous study, [30] extract the combination of two continuous POS tag pairs as features. Sinceproposedresearchdeals withtwolanguages, twosets oftags have beenused respectively which are Penn English Treebank tag set and Penn Chinese Treebank tag set. 4) Word Shape: Word shapes refer to mappings of words to simplify representations that encode attributes such as length, and whether the word contains capitalization, numerals, Greek letters, and so on [35] . In one of the opinion target extraction study, word shape attributes to capital letter, small letter, digit, punctuation and other symbols [27] . 5) Word Type: The type of word can express useful information about the opinion target. For example the combination of word type of digit and letter with particular pattern represents date and the uppercase letter may represent an abbreviation of product name. 6) Prefix and Suffix: A prefix is a group of letters placed before the root of a word while suffix is added after the root of word. The meaning of a word could be changed by adding prefixes or suffixes to the word. For example when suffix 'er' is added into the verb 'teach', the word becomes 'teacher' which can be as one of the opinion target. [27] has considered all prefixes and suffixes which have length between one to four. 7) Stop word: Stop words are the common words in a language that have always been excluded from the vocabulary entirely [36] . Some example of stop word are 'a', 'an', 'of', 'by'and many more. In opinion target extraction, removing stop word does not provide an accurate result. For instance in phrase 'Apple Earphones with Mic', which contains one stop word 'with'. Filtering stop word gets two different targets which are 'Apple Earphones' and 'Mic'. So, in this case, by considering stop word value in opinion target, extraction will give a precise meaning of the phrase where by the phrase 'Apple Earphones with Mic' contains one opinion target but not two different targets. In [27] , the stop word value of current token has been considered either as a stop word, or not a stop word. 8) Word surface: One of the sense of word happen when more than one lexical form are associated with a surface form of a word [37] . For example the word 'house' could be singular if it is noun and also could be a present tense if it is a verb. 9) Word distance: According to [14, 38] , opinion targets and its opinions are always closer to each other in forms of nouns/noun phrase. Hence, the researcher uses the word distance feature to label the opinion target. 10) Chunk/Shallow Parser: Chunk Parser aims to find only the boundaries of major constituents such as noun phrases and computes the basic analysis of sentence structure rather than attempting full syntactic analysis [39] . As mentioned, opinion target consists of noun or noun phrase entity. In this case, chunk/shallow parser extracts noun or noun phrase which leads to the opinion target. 11) Direct/Short Dependency: The link between the opinion and the corresponding target can be identified by employing direct/short dependency as shown in Figure  4 . Direct/short dependency feature gives interdependent values between words. As stated in [40] [41] [42] , the direct dependency relations such as 'amod' and 'nsubj' are the most frequently used and at the same time creates Token + POS tag + word distance + direct/short dependency + opinion [28] . 0.773 0.801 0.787 Token + POS tag + direct/short dependency [29] .
0.452 0.464 0.458 Token + POS tag + direct/short dependency + opinion [30] .
0.721 0.754 0.737 Token + POS tag + direct/short dependency + opinion [31] .
0.675 0.507 0.578 (Table 1 ) Features Combination Resulted a highly accurate connection between a target and an opinion expression in a sentence. Hence, this feature definitely improves the accuracy of opinion target extraction.
( Figure 4 )Sentence direct dependency relation 12) Named Entity: Name Entities are discrete entities in unstructured text which are annotated to name-classes such as PERSON, DATE, TIME, MONEY ORGANIZATION, LOCATION, and PERCENTAGE called Name Entity Recognition (NER) process [43] . For example in sentence '< Person > Amir < /Person > said it was clear that he paid to consultancy firm <Organization>Alif& Co </ Organization> for their services on < Date > October, 12th </ Date >'. The name-class can be changed according to our needs. The information of named entity gives semantic for the sentence which is definitely useful in opinion target extraction. 13) Opinion: The opinion target can be predicted by the occurrences of opinion in the sentence. Hence, labeling the value of the opinion features helps to identify the occurrences of opinion target in the sentence. 14) Polarity: Polarity is deeper information compared to opinion. Opinion gives information of objective or subjective sentence but polarity gives the subjective sentence which contains either natural, positive or negative opinion.
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
In this section, we present the comparative results of proposed approaches. The combinations of features are summarized as below:
1) Lemma + POS tag + word shape + word type + named entity + chunk + polarity + prefixes + suffixes + stop word + Word surface 2) Token + POS tag + direct/short dependency 3) Token + POS tag + word distance + direct/short dependency + opinion Table 1 presents the results with the features combination. In Table 1 , results are compared based on precision, recall and f-score (F1).
By comparing the features combinations in Table 1 , as selected in [27] , the number of features combinations that have been selected are more compared to the number of features combinations in other approaches. It shows that the numbers of features will not guarantee a good result with high accuracy.
The highest score for precision, recall and f-score are for approach proposed by [28] with 0.773, 0.801 and 0.787. Word distance and direct/short dependency played an important role in identifying feature-opinion pairs which is the pair between opinion target and opinion-bearing word. By considering the short/direct dependency, it generates model with more accurate prediction to some extent and makes the approach fully consider the dependency relation between opinion target and opinionbearing word in the process of training.
Results of the combination features for approaches in [31] and [29] give lower score compared to other approaches. Both approaches have been focused on domain-independent. However, combination features in [31] , provides better results which gives score Precision 0.675, Recall 0.507 and F1 0.578 as compared to combination features in [29] .
In addition to word distance and direct/short dependency features, opinion feature also affects the result of the opinion extraction approach. In sentiment analysis, the sentence with sentiment or subjective information definitely has opinion target. Hence, opinion value even though without the polarity can produce a better result.
However, these results have been compared for different data sources and data sizes. The information of data is given in Table 2 .
As displayed in Table 1 , the result for [28] is better compared to other approaches. Besides considering opinion feature, it also used the data sets which only contain subjective sentences as stated in Table 2 . Even though with 600 sentences, the approach still performs better than approach in [31] with 46 876 data sets size.
Another issue that is needed to be taken into account is the antecedent and anaphora issues. Antecedent commonly is a noun and anaphora is the repetition of a certain word or phrase at the beginning of successive lines of writing or speech which points back to previous antecedent in the discourse [44] . For example, the sentence 'I hate Laptop M102. Its performance is slow'. Laptop M102 is anantecedent and the word 'Its' is referring to "Laptop M102" called as anaphora. Hence, by considering anaphora resolution, opinion target 'Its' and 'M102" would be as one target.
( 
CONCLUSIONS
Opinion target extraction is keyprocess to identify target and it features mentioned in the sentence or document. CRF is a sequence labeling approach which is employed to extract opinion target. The assortment of features combinations are of great importance to construct CRF model which influence directly the accuracy of the opinion target extraction task.
In present study, a review on opinion target extraction based on sequential labeling algorithm is presented. It has been found that the features combination play key role in sequential labeling algorithm. Furthermore, anaphora resolution could be another issue to be explored in this approach.
